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0. INTRODUCTION
There are some papers related to the study of the global solvability on
compact manifolds, e.g., the torus, for certain classes of linear partial
differential operators. These operators include certain classes of systems of
vector fields and certain classes of second order operators, but do not
include operators in the form of a sum of squares of vector fields (see, e.g.,
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8]). In [9] the global solvability on the torus for a particular
class of operators in the form of a sum of squares of vector fields with
constant coefficients was studied.
In this article we present a necessary and sufficient condition for global
solvability on the torus for the following class of operators:
P=&2t& :
m
j=1
(xj&aj (t) yj)
2,
where aj (t) # C(T n), real valued, x=(x1 , ..., xm), y=( y1 , ..., ym) # T m
(see Theorem 1.7).
We also present a sufficient condition for global solvability on the torus
for the following class of operators:
P=&2t& :
m
j=1
aj (t) 2xj ,
where aj (t) # C(T n) and is real valued (see Theorem 1.8).
Our study was motivated by the following general result: ‘‘A globally
hypoelliptic linear partial differential operator has a globally solvable
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transpose’’ (see Proposition 1.6) and by [6] in which Himonas studied the
global hypoellipticity for these kinds of operators.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, in order to state our
theorems, we recall a few definitions and results. In Section 2, in order to
prove that the condition in Theorem 1.7 is necessary, we use the fact that
the vector field L=x1&:y1 in T
2
(x1, y1)
, where : is a Liouville number (see
Definition 1.3), is not globally solvable. In Section 3, to prove that the
condition in Theorem 1.7 is sufficient, we use Proposition 1.6, global
solvability for certain operators with constant coefficients, and also that the
operator P is globally hypoelliptic when restricted to certain subspaces of
D$(T N). In Section 4, to prove Theorem 1.8, we use Proposition 1.6 and
the HahnBanach Theorem. Finally, we give an example which shows that
the condition on the functions aj in Theorem 1.8 is not necessary for global
solvability.
1. PRELIMINARIES AND MAIN THEOREMS
In this work, T N=RN2?ZN denotes the N-dimensional torus. Let
C(T N) be the space of all smooth functions on T N, which are identified
with the smooth functions on RN that are 2?-periodic in each variable. We
denote by D$(T N) the space of distributions on T N.
Let P: D$(T N)  D$(T N) be a linear partial differential operator.
A general question is:
‘‘Given f # C(T N) are there u # D$(T N) such that Pu= f ?’’
It is easy to see that the following result holds.
Lemma 1.1. Let f # C(T N). If there exists u # D$(T N) such that Pu= f
then
(v, f )=|
TN
v . f =0
for every v # C(T N) satisfying tPv=0, where tP: C(T N)  C(T N).
In view of this lemma we use the following
Definition 1.2. (See [1].) Let E(P) be the set
E(P)={ f # C (T N) : |T N v . f =0 for all v # C(T N) such that tPv=0= .
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We say that P is globally solvable (GS) on T N if for every f # E(P) there
exists u # D$(T N) such that Pu= f.
In order to state and prove our results we recall some definitions and
results.
Definition 1.3. An irrational number : is Liouville if for every M # N
there exists a constant C>0 and a sequence of distinct rational numbers
( pj qj) j # N such that
}:&pjqj }<
C
|qj | M
for all j # N.
Consequence 1.4. If : is a non-Liouville number then there are constants
C>0 and L>0 such that
}:&pq }
C
qL
for all p # Z and q # Z+"[0].
Definition 1.5. We say that P is globally hypoelliptic (GH) on T N if
the conditions u # D$(T N) and Pu # C(T N) imply u # C(T N).
The next result is a variation of Theorem 26.1.7 in [7]and therefore the
proof will be omitted.
Proposition 1.6. Suppose that tP is (GH) on T N. Then P is (GS)
on T N.
To state our first result we will use the variables t=(t1 , ..., tn) # T n and
x=(x1 , ..., xm), y=( y1 , ..., ym) # T m, and we will set N=n+2m.
Theorem 1.7. Let
P=&2t& :
m
j=1
(xj&aj (t) yj)
2
where aj (t) # C(T n) and is real valued. Then P is (GS) on T N if and only
if for each j=1, ..., m, either the range of aj contains an irrational non-
Liouville number or the range is a rational number.
To state our second result we will use the variables t=(t1 , ..., tn) # T n
and x=(x1 , ..., xm) # T m, and we will set N=n+m.
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Theorem 1.8. Let
P=&2t& :
m
j=1
aj (t)
2
xj
where aj (t) # C(T n) and is real valued. If each aj0 , j=1, ..., m, then P
is (GS) on T N.
2. PROOF OF NECESSITY (THEOREM 1.7)
If the condition on the functions aj , j=1, ..., m, does not hold, i.e., there
exists j0 , 1 j0m, such that aj0(t)#: where : is a Liouville number, we
will prove that P is not (GS) on T N.
We may assume that j0=1.
We know that the vector field L=x1&:y1 is not (GS) on T
2
x1, y1
since
: is a Liouville number (see [8]).
Thus,
there exists g # E(L) such that Lv{ g for all v # D$(T 2x1, y1). (2.1)
In this section we will assume that !$=(!1 , 0, ..., 0) and ’$=(’1 , 0, ..., 0).
Let
f (t, x, y)= :
({, !, ’) # ZN
f ({, !, ’)ei (t .{+x .!+ y .’)
with
f (0, !$, ’$)= g^(!1 , ’1) for all (!1 , ’1) # Z2
f ({, !, ’)=0 if ({, !, ’){(0, !$, ’$),
where
g(x1 , y1)= :
(!1, ’1) # Z
2
g^(!1 , ’1)ei (x1 !1+ y1 ’1)
is the Fourier series of g.
We now show that f # E(P).
We have f # C(T N) since g # C(T 2(x1, y1)).
Let w # Ker tP. By using the (x, y)-Fourier series we see that tPw=0 if
and only if
_&2t+(!1&:’1)2+ :
m
j=2
(!j&aj (t)’j)2& w^(t, !, ’)=0
for all (!, ’) # Z2m and for all t # T n.
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In particular we have
[&2t+(!1&:’1)2] w^(t, !$, ’$)=0 (2.2)
for all (!1 , ’1) # Z2 and for all t # T n.
By using the t-Fourier series in (2.2) we obtain
_ :
n
j=1
{2j +(!1&:’1)
2& w^({, !$, ’$)=0 (2.3)
for all { # Zn and (!1 , ’1) # Z2.
From (2.3) it follows, since : is an irrational number, that
w^({, !$, ’$)=0 (2.4)
for all { # Zn and (!1 , ’1) # Z2"[(0, 0)].
Noting that
( f, w)=(2?)N _ f (0, 0, 0) w^(0, 0, 0)
+ :
(!1, ’1) # Z
2"[(0, 0)]
f (0, &!$, &’$) w^(0, !$, ’$)& ,
from (2.4), we have
( f, w) =c1 f (0, 0, 0)=c1 g^(0, 0). (2.5)
Since g # E(L) and 1(2?)2 # Ker tL we have g^(0, 0)=0 and therefore
from (2.5) it follows that ( f, w) =0. Thus f # E(P).
We will now show that there is no u # D$(T N) such that Pu= f.
Suppose, for a moment, that there is u # D$(T N) such that Pu= f.
Let v # D$(T 2(x1, y1)) be defined by
v(x1 , y1)= :
(!1, ’1) # Z
2
&i (!1&:’1) u^(0, !$, ’$)ei (x1 !1+ y1 ’1). (2.6)
Since Pu= f we obtain, like in the proof that f # E(P), that
_ :
n
j=1
{2j +(!1&:’1)
2& u^({, !$, ’$)= f ({, !$, ’$)
for all { # Zn and (!1 , ’1) # Z2.
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In particular we have
(!1&:’1)2 u^(0, !$, ’$)= f (0, !$, ’$)= g^(!1 , ’1) (2.7)
for all (!1 , ’1) # Z2.
Thus,
Lv=(x1&:y1) v(x1 , y1)= g(x1 , y1)
and therefore (2.1) does not hold. Then there is no u # D$(T N) such that
Pu= f.
Consequently P is not (GS) on T N. K
3. PROOF OF SUFFICIENCY (THEOREM 1.7)
We will need the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1. Let : j=p jq j , j=1, ..., r, be rational numbers. Then
Q=&2t& :
r
j=1
(x j&: j y j)
2
is (GS) on T n+2r.
Proof. We use the following notations:
x~ =(x1 , ..., xr), y~ =( y1 , ..., yr)
! =(!1 , ..., !r), ’~ =(’1 , ..., ’r)
! 0=! 0(m1 , ..., mr)=(m1p1 , ..., mrpr)
’~ 0=’~ 0(m1 , ..., mr)=(m1q1 , ..., mrqr)
where mj # Z, j=1, ..., r.
Let f # E(Q) be given. In order to prove that Q is (GS) on T n+2r we
must prove that there exists v # D$(T n+2r) such that Qv= f. In this case we
will even show that there exists v # C(T n+2r) solving Qv= f.
We now start the construction of v. By using Fourier series, in order to
solve
Qv= f ,
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we must solve
_ :
n
j=1
{2j + :
r
j=1
(!j&:j ’j)2& v^({, ! , ’~ )= f ({, ! , ’~ ) (3.1)
for all { # Zn and (! , ’~ ) # Z2r.
First we note that when {=0, ! =! 0 and ’~ =’~ 0 , (3.1) becomes
0. v^(0, ! 0 , ’~ 0)= f (0, ! 0 , ’~ 0),
and hence there exist natural compatibility conditions on f for a solution
v(0, ! 0 , ’~ 0) to exist, namely
f (0, ! 0 , ’~ 0)=0. (*)
But if f # E(Q) and since
w(t, x~ , y~ )=w(m1, ..., mr)(t, x~ , y~ )=e
&i (x~ .! 0+ y~ .’~ 0)
belongs to Ker tQ, for all mj # Z, j=1, ..., r, we have
0=( f, w)=|
T n+2r
e&i (x~ .! 0+ y~ .’~ 0) f (t, x~ , y~ ) dt dx~ dy~ =(2?)n+2r f (0, ! 0 , ’~ 0),
whence (*).
Thus v^(0, ! 0 , ’~ 0)=0 is a solution of (3.1) when ({, ! , ’~ )=(0, ! 0 , ’~ 0).
We must now solve (3.1) for ({, ! , ’~ ){(0, ! 0 , ’~ 0).
It is easy to see that there exists a constant C>0 such that
_ :
n
j=1
{2j + :
r
j=1
(! j&: j ’ j)2&C
for all ({, ! , ’~ ){(0, ! 0 , ’~ 0). Therefore the solution of (3.1), when ({, ! , ’~ ){
(0, ! 0 , ’~ 0), is given by
v^({, ! , ’~ )=
f ({, ! , ’~ )
nj=1 {
2
j +
r
j=1 (! j&: j ’ j)
2 .
Thus
v(t, x~ , y~ )= :
({, ! , ’~ ) # Zn+2r
v^({, ! , ’~ )ei (t .{+x~ .! + y~ .’~ )
is a formal solution of Qv= f.
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We now prove that the obtained formal solution belongs to C(T n+2r),
and hence Q will be (GS) on T n+2r. For this it suffices to show that for any
N # N there exists a constant CN>0 such that
|v^({, ! , ’~ )|CN( |{|+|(! , ’~ )| )&N, ({, ! , ’~ ) # Zn+2r&0.
We now prove the last inequality.
Since f # C(T n+2r) there exists a constant C N>0 such that
| f ({, ! , ’~ )|C N( |{|+|(! , ’~ )| )&N, ({, ! , ’~ ) # Zn+2r&0. (3.3)
From (3.2) and (3.3) it follows that
|v^({, ! , ’~ )|= } f
 ({, ! , ’~ )
nj=1 {
2
j +
r
j=1 (! j&: j ’ j)
2 }
 CN( |{|+|(! , ’~ )| )&N, ({, ! , ’~ ){(0, ! 0 , ’~ 0),
where CN=C NC.
The last inequality implies that
|v^({, ! , ’~ )|CN( |{|+|(! , ’~ )| )&N, ({, ! , ’~ ) # Zn+2r&0,
since v~ (0, ! 0 , ’~ 0)=0. Thus v # C(T n+2r), which completes the proof of
Lemma 3.1. K
We now start the proof of sufficiency of Theorem 1.7.
If for each j=1, ..., m, the range of aj contains an irrational non-Liouville
number then the operator P is (GH) on T N, where N=n+2m (see [6]).
From proposition 1.6 it follows that P is (GS) on T N.
We now assume that a1(t)#:1 , ..., ar(t)#:r where :j= pjqj , 1 jr,
are rational constants and that the range of ar+1(t), ..., am(t) contains an
irrational non-Liouville number.
Our goal is to prove that P is (GS) on T N.
Let f # E(P) be given.
By using (x, y)-Fourier series we may write
f (t, x, y)= :
(!, ’) # Z2m
f (t, !, ’)ei (x .!+ y .’)= g(t, x~ , y~ )+h(t, x, y) (3.4)
with
g(t, x~ , y~ )= :
mj # Z; 1 jr
f (t, ! 0 , 0, ..., 0, ’~ 0 , ..., 0)ei (x~ .!
 0+ y~ .’~ 0),
h(t, x, y)= f (t, x, y)& g(t, x~ , y~ ),
where x~ , y~ , ! 0 , ’~ 0 are as in Lemma 3.1.
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We now show that there exists u1 # D$(T n+2r(t, x~ , y~ )) such that Pu1= g.
It will be enough to show that g # E(Q) where Q is as in Lemma 3.2.
Let w # Ker tQ.
We define
v(t, x, y)= :
(!, ’) # Z2m
v^(t, !, ’) ei (x .!+ y .’)
where
v^(t, ! 0 , 0, ..., 0, ’~ 0 , 0, ..., 0)=w^(t, ! 0 , ’~ 0),
v^(t, !, ’)=0 if (!, ’){(! 0 , 0, ..., 0, ’~ 0 , 0, ..., 0).
Thus
tPv=Pv=Qv=& :
mj # Z; 1 jr
2t w^(t, ! 0 , ’~ 0)ei (x~ .!
 0+ y~ .’~ 0)=0,
since Qw= tQw=0.
Therefore, v # Ker tP.
We note that
( f, v) = :
(!, ’) # Z2m
( f (t, !, ’), v^(t, &!, &’)
= :
mj # Z; 1 jr
( f (t, ! 0 , 0, ..., 0, ’~ 0 , 0, ..., 0), w^(t, &! 0 , &’~ 0))
= :
mj # Z; 1 jr
( g^(t, ! 0 , ’~ 0), w^(t, &! 0 , &’~ 0))
=(g, w) .
This implies that (g, w)=0, since f # E(P) and v # Ker tP. Hence
g # E(Q).
By using Lemma 3.1 there exists u1 # D$(T n+2r(t, x~ , y~ )) such that Qu1= g and
therefore
Pu1=Qu1= g. (3.5)
Our goal now is to show that there exists u2 # D$(T N) such that Pu2=h.
We need to introduce a few definitions.
Let A be the set
A=[(!, ’) # Z2m: (!, ’){(! 0 , 0, ..., 0, ’~ 0 , 0, ..., 0); mj # Z, 1 jr].
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We define
D$A(T N)={u # D$(T N) : u= :
(!, ’) # A
u^(t, !, ’)ei (x .!+ y .’)= .
Analogously we define C A(T
N).
We also need the following
Lemma 3.2. The operator P| D$A (T N) is (GH) on T
N, i.e., if u # D$A (T N)
and (P| D$A (T N))u # C

A (T
N) then u # C A (T
N).
Proof. Let u # D$A (T N) be such that (P| D$A (T N))u=F # C

A (T
N). We
note that
A=A1UA2 (3.6)
where
A1=[(!, ’) # Z2m : there exists j, r+1 jm, such that (!j , ’j){(0, 0)]
and
A2=[(!, ’) # Z2m : there exists j, 1 jr,
such that (!j , ’j){(mjpj , mjqj), mj # Z].
If (!, ’) # A1 then there exists j, r+1 jm, such that (!j , ’j){(0, 0)
and by our assumption the range of the function aj contains an irrational
non-Liouville number. Thus, either grad aj 0 or aj is an irrational non-
Liouville number.
Following the lines of the proof of Proposition 3.1 of [6], we can prove
that there exist constants C1>0 and K1>0 depending only on aj such that
&u^( } , !, ’)&L2(T n)C1 |(!, ’)| K1 &F ( } , !, ’)&L2(Tn) ; for all (!, ’) # A1 .
(3.7)
Now, if (!, ’) # A2 then there exists j, 1 jr, such that (!j , ’j){
(mj pj , mjqj), mj # Z.
Then
|!j&:j’j |= } !j&pjqj ’j }= }
!jqj& pj ’j
qj }
1
|qj |
=Cj>0.
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Thus (1C 2j )(! j&: j’ j)
21 and therefore
&u^( } , !, ’)&2L2(T n)
1
C 2j
(! j&: j’ j)2 |
T n
|u^(t, !, ’)| 2 dt

1
C 2j |T n :
m
l=1
(!l&al (t) ’l)2 |u^(t, !, ’)| 2 dt

1
C 2j
:
n
k=1
&u^tk ( } , !, ’)&
2
L2(T n)
+
1
C 2j |T n :
m
l=1
(!l&al (t) ’l)2 |u^(t, !, ’)|2 dt
=
1
C 2j |T n F (t, !, ’) u^
 (t, !, ’) dt.
We obtain the last equality by taking the (x, y)-Fourier series in the
equation (P| D$A (TN)) u=F, multiplying the result by u^
 (t, !, ’) and integrat-
ing this product by parts with respect to t # T n.
By using the CauchySchwarz and inequality above we have
&u^( } , !, ’)&2L2(T n)
1
C 2j
&F ( } , !, ’)&L2(Tn) &u^( } , !, ’)&L2(T n)
and therefore
&u^( } , !, ’)&L2(T n)
1
C 2j
&F ( } , !, ’)&L2(T n) for all (!, ’) # A2 . (3.8)
From (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8) we can conclude that there exist constants
C>0 and K>0 such that
&u^( } , !, ’)&L2(T n)C |(!, ’)|K &F ( } , !, ’)&L2(T n) for all (!, ’) # A. (3.9)
From (3.9) it follows that u # C A(T
N), (see [6]), which completes the
proof of Lemma 3.2. K
Since P| D$A (T N) is (GH) on T
N, Proposition 1.6 guarantees that
t(P| D$A (TN))=P| D$A (T N) is (GS) on T
N.
The purpose now is to describe Ker t(P| D$A (T N)) to check if the func-
tion h, given in (3.4), belongs to E(P|D$A ).
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By using (x, y)-Fourier series we see that t(P|D$
A
) v=0 if and only if
_&2t+ :
r
j=1
(! j&: j ’ j)2+ :
m
j=r+1
(! j&aj (t)’ j)2& v^(t, !, ’)=0 (3.10)
for all (!, ’) # A.
If we multiply (3.10) by v^ (t, !, ’) and we integrate by parts with respect
to t # T n then we obtain
:
n
k=1
|
T n
|tk v^(t, !, ’)|
2 dt+ :
r
j=1
(! j&: j ’ j)2 |
Tn
|v^(t, !, ’)|2 dt
+ :
m
j=r+1
|
Tn
(! j&a j (t)’ j)2 |v^(t, !, ’)| 2 dt=0.
From the equation above it follows that v^ is independent of t # T n, i.e.,
v^(t, !, ’)=v^(!, ’) for all t # T n.
Then, we also have
|v^(!, ’)| 2 {(2?)n :
r
j=1
(!j&:j ’j)2+ :
m
j=r+1
|
T n
(!j&aj (t)’j)2 dt==0.
Since (!, ’) # A and the range of the functions aj , r+1 jm, contains
an irrational number, we have
{(2?)n :
r
j=1
(!j&:j ’j)2+ :
m
j=r+1
|
T n
(!j&aj (t)’j)2 dt={0
and therefore v^(t, !, ’)=0 for all (!, ’) # A and t # T n.
Thus, Ker t(P| D$A (T N))=[0] and therefore the function h, given in (3.4),
belongs to E(P| D$A).
Since (P| D$A) is (GS) on T
N there exists u2 # D$A(T N) such that
(P| D$A) u2=h.
If we define u(t, x, y)=u1(t, x~ , y~ )+u2(t, x, y) we obtain Pu= f, i.e., P is
(GS) on T N. K
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.8
We recall that
P=&2t& :
m
j=1
aj (t) 2xj
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where aj (t) # C (T n) and is real valued. If each aj0, j=1, ..., m, we want
to prove that P is (GS) on T n+m.
We now start the proof.
If aj (t)0 for all j=1, ..., m, we know that P is (GH) on T n+m (see [6])
and therefore P is (GS) on T n+m (see Proposition 1.6).
If aj (t)#0, j=1, ..., m it is easy to check that u(t, x)=
({, !) # Zn+m u^({, !)ei(t .{+x .!) where
u^({, !)={
f ({, !)
{21+...+{
2
n
, for {{0
0, for {=0
is a well-defined function and belongs to C(T n+m) for all f # E(P).
Furthermore, Pu= f, and hence P is (GS) on T n+m.
We now suppose that there exist only j0 , 1 j0<m, functions aj such
that aj (t)0.
We may suppose that aj (t)0 for j=1, ..., j0 .
Let f # E(P) be given. We must show that there exists u # D$(T n+m) such
that Pu= f. In this case we will show that is possible to construct
u # C(T n+m), therefore u # D$(T n+m), such that Pu= f.
We now start the construction of u.
By using x-Fourier series, in order to solve
Pu= f
we must solve
_&2t+ :
j0
j=1
aj (t)!2j & u^(t, !)= f (t, !) (4.1)
for all ! # Zm.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.8 we will need the following
lemmas:
Lemma 4.1. For each fixed ! # Zm there exists u^( } , !) # C(T n) such
that u^( } , !) is a solution of (4.1).
For each j=1, ..., j0 we let
&,&2j = :
n
k=1
&,tk &
2
L2(T n)+|
T n
aj (t) |,(t)| 2 dt
for all , # C(T n).
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Lemma 4.2 (See [6, Lemma 2.1]). There exists a positive constant C
such that for any function , # C(T n) we have
(i) |,(t)|C &,&j , j=1, ..., j0 ; for all t # T n,
(ii) &,&L2(T n)C &,&j , j=1, ..., j0 .
Next we will assume Lemma 4.1 and we will show that Lemma 4.1 and
Lemma 4.2 imply Theorem 1.8.
For each ! # Zm the Lemma 4.1 guarantees that there exists u^( } , !) #
C(T n) such that u^( } , !) is a solution of (4.1). Thus
u(t, x)= :
! # Zm
u^(t, !)eix .!
is a formal solution of Pu= f. The idea now is to estimate the growth of
|:t u^(t, !)| for |!|  +, t # T
n, : # N n in order to prove that the obtained
formal solution u(t, x)=! # Zm u^(t, !)eix .! belongs to C (T n+m), therefore
belongs to D$(T n+m). Hence P will be (GS) on T n+m.
In order to prove that u(t, x)=! # Zm u^(t, !)eix .! is a well-defined
function and belongs to C (T n+m) it suffices to show that the following
condition holds:
{given M # N and : # N
n there exists C>0 such that
|:t u^(t, !)|C(1+|!| )
&M for all t # T n and ! # Zm.
(**)
We now prove that u^(t, !), solution of (4.1), satisfies the condition (**).
First of all we note that if we multiply (4.1) by u^ (t, !) and we integrate
by parts with respect to t # T n then we obtain
:
n
k=1
|
T n
|tk u^(t, !)|
2 dt+ :
j0
l=1
!2l |
T n
al (t) |u^(t, !)| 2 dt=|
T n
f (t, !) u^ (t, !) dt
(4.2)
for all ! # Zm.
Let us define !$=(!1 , ..., !j0), !"=(!j0+1 , ..., !m) and !=(!$, !").
We divide the proof in two steps.
Step 1. ! # Zm and !${0.
Since !${0 there exists j, 1 j j0 , such that !j {0.
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By using the definition of & }&j , (4.2) and Lemma 4.2(ii) we have
&u^( } , !)&2j  :
n
k=1
&u^tk ( } , !)&
2
L2(T n)+!
2
j |
Tn
aj (t) |u^(t, !)| 2 dt
 :
n
k=1
&u^tk ( } , !)&
2
L2(T n)+ :
j0
l=1
!2l |
T n
al (t) |u^(t, !)|2 dt
=|
T n
f (t, !) u^ (t, !) dt
& f ( } , !)&L2 &u^( } , !)&L2C & f ( } , !)&L2 &u^( } , !)&j .
Thus, there exists C>0 (we will use the letter C for representing several
different positive constants) such that
&u^( } , !)&jC & f ( } , !)&L2 . (4.3)
From (4.3), by using Lemma 4.2(i), it follows that there exists C>0 such
that
|u^(t, !)|C & f ( } , !)&L2 for all t # T n.
Let M # N be given. Since f # C (T n+m) there exists C>0 such that
|u^(t, !)|C (1+|!| )&M for all t # T n. (4.4)
For each k=1, ..., n the function tk u^(t, !) satisfies the equation
\&2t+ :
j0
j=1
aj (t)!2j + (tk u^(t, !))
=tk f (t, !)& :
j0
j=1
(tk aj (t)) !
2
j u^(t, !)= gk (t, !).
From (4.4) it follows that there exists C>0 such that
| gk (t, !)|C (1+|!| )&M for all t # T n. (4.5)
Then, using the same arguments as in the proof of (4.4), we conclude
that there exists C>0 such that
|tk u^(t, !)|C (1+|!| )
&M (4.6)
for all t # T n and k=1, ..., n.
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By induction we can prove that given : # Nn there exists C>0 such that
|:t u^(t, !)|C(1+|!| )
&M (4.7)
for all t # T n.
Step 2. ! # Zm and !$=0.
In this case (4.1) becomes
&2t u^(t, 0, !")= f (t, 0, !") for all t # T n. (4.8)
Since f # E(P), by using t-Fourier series we can see that
u^(t, 0, !")= :
{ # Zn "[0]
f ({, 0, !")
|{| 2
eit .{
is a solution of (4.8).
It is easy to check that given M # N and : # Nn there exists C>0 such
that
|:t u^(t, 0, !")|C(1+|!"| )
&M (4.9)
for all t # T n.
Thus, (4.7) and (4.9) imply that u^(t, !) satisfies the condition (**), and
hence u=! # Zm u^(t, !)eix .! # C  (T n+m). Therefore P is (GS) on T n+m,
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.8. K
We now prove the Lemma 4.1.
Proof (of Lemma 4.1). Let us define
L!,=&2t,(t)+ :
j0
j=1
aj (t) !2j ,(t)=! (t)
where , # C (T n).
Let !=(!$, !") be like in the proof of Theorem 1.8.
We may suppose that !${0 because if !$=0 the Lemma 4.1 holds (see
Step 2, above).
Since !${0 there exists C>0 such that
|,(t)|C &L! ,&L2(T n) for all t # T n
(see Step 1, above).
Then
&,&C &L!,& for all , # C (T n). (4.10)
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By using a standard argument and HahnBanach Theorem, from (4.10)
it follows that there exists u^( } , !) # D$0 (T n) such that
L!u^( } , !)= f ( } , !).
By the elliptic theory for each fixed ! # Zm the solution u^( } , !) belongs to
C (T n).
The proof of Lemma 4.1 is then complete. K
Remark. 4.3. We now present an example which shows that the condi-
tion: ‘‘aj (t)0, j=1, ..., m,’’ is not a necessary condition for global
solvability for the operators considered in Theorem 1.8.
Let P be given by
P=&2t +:
22x=&
2
t &(&:
2) 2x ,
where : is an irrational non-Liouville number and (t, x) # T 2.
It is easy to see that P is (GS) on T 2.
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